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What would be your advice to someone in

content marketing business struggling to

gain traction ?
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If you looking at newsletter's business, I would

recommend finding a small niche and focus on a

small group of audience. The initial 100-500 users

are gonna be flag bearers of your product. So, if you

can impress these initial users, they will spread the

word for you.

Does long term vision for Finshots is to build

Investopedia like product for India?

We don't want to build an Investopedia for India. We

want to simplify all things finance- from financial

news (finshots) to financial planning and products

(coming soon).

When do we get to read more finshots a day?

From just 1 a day. Also, where do you source

most of your knowledge considering the

reads are articulated in such a simple and

easy fashion.Recommendations please.

I don't think you will be seeing more than one

Finshots a day! We read extensively about the topics

we write. We cover everything from media reports,

news articles, research studies, RBI websites etc. As

for the simplification part, it’s the magic of Shrehith!

Was Finimize an inspiration behind Finshots?

Yes. Morning Brew, Robinhood snacks have also

been an inspiration. But replicating the same

product for India may not necessarily work out. So,

we kind adapted our product for Indian audience.

Given your concept to make complicated

financial information available to more

people, are you planning to expand Finshots

to other languages?

Yes. We do have plans for Finshots in regional

languages. I would say it’s a long-term plan. Maybe

in 1-2 years!

Could you throw some light on the business

model of Finshots. What are the primary

sources of revenue for the same?

We don't make any revenues as of now. We are

building some financial planning products to help

millennials make better financial decisions.

Hopefully, we can monetize these products.



I recently saw that you have started hiring

business writers at Finshots. What is the

founding members' approach towards

increasing the scale & scope of the articles as

well as not letting the awesome Finshots

quality falter?
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First of all a big Kudos to your venture. Big

fan. It is a growing market and there has been

heavy competition for short finance articles.

How do you think the competition is playing

out and how do you plan to tackle them?

As much as I want to see more finance newsletters

from India, there's not a lot of money to be made in

the content/newsletter business. So, I don't think

there will be a LOT of competition.The only way to

stay ahead of the competition is retaining your

quality and keeping the content distribution in tact!

How much time does it take to create 1

Finshot article - from ideation to final mail?

And do you keep a buffer of 2-3 articles or

make fresh content everyday as per the day's

news?

Love the fact that someone without financial

market knowledge can understand the topic

easily. Want to understand the process of

finalizing a topic & how much time do you

spend on it and where do you see Finshots in 5

years?

We want to simplify all things finance- from

financial news (finshots) to financial planning and

products. So, in five years, you can see us helping you

manage your end-to-end finances on our platform. 

Yes. We did hire one more writer recently. The focus

is not on increasing the frequency of Finshots, but to

offer more in-depth content. We are working on few

new ideas -Finshots Markets (already launched) and

a special newsletter for the weekends etc. (yet to be

launched) For us quality is more important than

quantity, and having a small team helps us in

keeping the quality in check.

When you write Finshots - how do you shuttle

between macro and microeconomics - do you

keep it constant or bring both perspectives?

We don't have a fixed formula as such. We go with

whatever makes sense for a particular Finshots.

75% of our content is made fresh depending on the

news of the day. It takes around 20 man-hours for

simple topics. For bigger topics like RBI policies etc,

we keep reading a lot of stuff. So, whenever some

news comes in, we kind of push it out in a day! Also,

the knowledge we have gained over the last two

years comes in handy in pushing out articles faster.

And, Finshots Special articles/ new topics it takes 4-5

days.

Also with the frequency of content creation

hitting roofs, especially in the finance

domain, how does Finshot manages to stay

relevant and at the same different from the

multitude?

I think one article a day helps us stay relevant. We

don't want to overload our readers. And every time

you open a Finshot you know its gonna short,

simple, and insightful! So, I think this is what helps

us stay relevant.
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How IIMA and the start-up ecosystem there has

helped you build your business? In what areas

did you actually benefit from the incubation?

Also, any thoughts what other premier B-

schools support such entrepreneurial ventures

of their students to some good scale.

We’ve seen some amazing infographics from

Finshots and we’d love to get an idea of the

process that goes behind crafting these

delightful infographics?

What software tools and services do you use

to manage Finshots?

Topic selection- Why is this topic relevant for our

audience.Do they care about this topic? Does this

need simplification beyond the regular news

article.? Is there anything for us to demystify/ add

more insights!

Extensive research- We try to get all perspectives

on the topic.

 Simplification- Is the language and story simple

enough for a 10th std student to understand?

We ask these questions before we write on any

topic-

IIMA has been a great support for us. Three of us got

the Mavericks fellowship program (monthly stipend

+ some other support etc). Without this fellowship

we wouldn't have even started our company. These

monthly stipends helped us stay afloat until we

could find a product market fit and raise our seed

round.

What is your process of writing the articles

generally?

Finding relevant topics

We only make infographics if there is any big

insight that we can add.

Clean and legible design.

Since now you are also on YouTube and

Instagram and creating specific content for

each platform, any specific learnings you can

share of each platform? As in how people

consume business/finance content on

Instagram or YouTube as compared to

mail/app?

A big mistake we made is pushing the same content

on all platforms-Twitter/LinkedIn/Insta. So, we are

now costuming our content to suit the specific

platforms. We don't post about monetary policy etc

on Instagram, but we do on Twitter and LinkedIn.

And at the same time, we don't post about start-up

origin stories on Twitter, but we use them a lot on

Instagram. YouTube we are still experimenting and I

don't think I can offer any insights as of now.

We use Mailchimp + our internal email servers for

content delivery. We have our inhouse CMS for

managing and publishing content.

Any plans to start subscription paywall for

finshots?

Not as of now.

I came across finshots markets, a

collaboration with Zerodha. Am I right in

assuming that B2B services like this is one

way to monetize meanwhile increasing your

user base with the daily newsletter?

For now, we are looking at it as way to increase our

base. This can be one of our monetization options.

What all distribution channels do you plan to

explore after newsletter and YouTube?

We are looking at podcasts as well!
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Just for reference, asking this because I'm an

incoming candidate at IIM K. Post MBA, why

did you guys immediately start up. Any

particular reasons for it.And how did you go

about your MBA loan? You could have easily

done a good job, repaid the loan and then

started up. What was the thought then?

There are a lot of them. But I think the ways we tried

to keep our start-up afloat is one of my best

experiences. We taught CAT students at TIME for 10k

a month so we can hire couple more interns. We did

stock research for some HNIs in Ahmedabad, We

built some trading algorithms( we ended up raising

our seed round before we start deploying money in 

A crop of business houses, such as The Ken or

The Morning Context, have come up which

create paid daily newsletter content and are

reported doing good at it. Any plans to go

paid as a whole or create a particular piece of

content from premium users? Or plans to

then diversify to Interviews and Opinionated

articles?

Simple language a quality is key to Finshots. Rest

of them are just add-ons!

Do you guys aim for any particular aspect in

each content piece - be it brevity, quality,

infographic or may be simple layman

English? The most important thing.

We don't plan on monetizing our content as of now.

This needs me to type out a longer answer. I think

most of these questions are answered in our Junior

VC podcast.

I'm a recently-graduated law student here.

Allow me to congratulate you on Finshots -

it's a stellar service that many of us within the

legal community really enjoy reading. Can

you throw some light on how you scaled

from, say, 1k followers to where you are today.

What promotion models did you use, if you're

able to share them?

Word of mouth- We have ensured it easy for our

readers to share our content.And if you are

delivering quality stuff and if you ask people

nicely to share a word about your product you

can see good growth numbers coming in.

Social media- Sharing high quality, relevant, and

insightful content.

these algos, so we shelved this) hoping to make

some money and keep our start-up alive.

Every start-up is like building a family. It has

it very own journey of ups and downs. Can

you share some of your best experiences in

this journey?

these algos, so we shelved this) hoping to make

some money and keep our start-up alive.

What is the single most caveat or may be

even bottleneck for free business content.

Any particular problem you guys still face

even when all of the content is actually free?

 Distribution is one of the biggest challenges we

faced initially. We kind of found ways around it now.

So, it's not a big issue as of now.


